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s
nJL Opens Drive To Aid
^Stricken Students
By Jane Woodbury '42

, student Service Fund, ninety-eight colleges destroyed by InVOL. LXIX. NO. 1.
6
fl>8 ^""w tne International Stu- vaders. Travelling far west, they have
Lasored J^ QM NatIonai Inter- set up universities in caves and mud
I1 ^^hristian Council, exists huts, without books, equipment, or
r^'wdents who are suffering be- even food and shelter. Fifteen thouJ**
r Its work, which has been sand of them are dependent on relief
r^^izei and wnlch has been for the furtherance of their education.
I^Tfor several years, is centerTakes Place Of
retM.-ope ^ China- This year * Storm Campaign
P*
j^jje a hundred thousand
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High School Debaters Healthy Coeds Vie Band And Glee Club
Compete This Weekend For Bett\ Bates Title Entertain At Concert

from American students for
Tomorrow morning the Bates Chris'"""wort among students over- tian AssociaUon is Joining with many
other colleges in New England and
*-—tt who are asked to partici- throughout twelve countries by beginning a campaign for the World
r **wre the money goes, whether Student Service Fund. Although many
'being handled efficiently. Fortu- other colleges in the United States
I ' 1S,T *e at Bates will not be con- have already worked for^ this fun
[
to a visionary plan, but to for two or three years, this will be a
aseDCy Admini8trative new program at Bates. In placo of the
"° * for t« vears have been kept Storm Campaign, which has been conducted during previous years, a drive
for contributions by Bates College stuL„ To Educate
denU for this fund will be inauguprisoner. Of War
rated
here.
1 j, |f the money goes to Europe.

mpaign have a right

, ss» * <»
""I***

-

[£,*"**•
a

I «ucl of it, with the consent of BritV aD(| German governments, is used
X carry on educational programs,
■parses, lectures, and recreational ac[jrtties among the "men behind the
Jfe/fcd wire"—prisoners of war, and
Ijnieraed soldiers. Materials for classIts are provided; a travelling secre|arf ptns with these ex-student prisoners and makes arrangements tor
liteir "universities" with officials.
I Half the money contributed goes to
I china. There we find forty-five thoulucd students who have fled from

Money from the World Student Service Fund is used to pay for food,
medical care, and shelter for the neediest of the students. Some of the
money is also used to provide the
most necessary equipment and books.
This Service Fund is being administered in an effort to mn<ntain educated
leadership for a post-war Europe and
China. We, the more fortunate students, are helping fellow-students in
prison camps, caves and mud huts to
continue the education we all believe
| vital to a sane world.

Girls Prepare For New
National Defense Work
By Ruth J. Stevens '42
With the passing of the Lend-Lease
M, and the Selective Service Act,
LVfnited States embarked on a full
lime war progrun Vonnr man are
leaving schools, jobs, and homes for
theu 5«w of training in the army. At
tie same time production is expanding lo limits not reached in recent
years in the effort to fiU the war demands.
Thus, while men are needed in factories and on the farms to produce
(or England, as well as for the United
States, the supply of labor Is at the
Bame time being drained to the opposite end by the required year of army
training. And this Is where the Female proves her worth!
During the first World War women
Played a major role, taking the place
•(men behind machines, in the iields,
and in parts of Europe they went so
far as to join the fighting lines, to do
their part in the "war to end wars".
History repeats itself, and once again
women Me seen showing signs of eagerness to do more than sit at home
"id Inn for the soldiers — not that
this aspect of material aid Is not
an appreciated and worth while one,
D
ut for the modern school girl it is
not enough.

found in large numbers in factories
playing a vital part in speeding up
every industry. Canadian students,
too are nreanlzine voluntary courses
in the universities, for which they
willingly give time and energy, with
no academic credit given in return.
The University of Manitoba has the
most completely organized course.
This includes several courses, extracurricular, relating .to war efforts
Each of these is of practical nature.
One of these, Motor Mechanics,
teaches the girls all detail of motors.
And, incidentally, they show almost as
much aptitude for learning the material as do the men. First Aid courses
are important, as are Home Nursing,
and Child Care. Child refugees, constantly pouring into the country, as
well as children whose parents are devoting all energy to defense, must
have expert care.

Positions vacated in the clerical
services by men erjlisting, are being
filled by girls who have taken special
courses to fit them for this type oi
work. Large scale cooking will be
needed and a special Group Feeding
course is designed to prepare girls for
this. Another very important course
being offered is occupational therapy,
Hi
in order that those disabled as a re8h School Girls
Giv
sult of the war will receive the prop«n Mechanical Instruction
Every day there are new reports of er care. Other Universities in Canada
D
"dertakings of the fairer sex in the are hurrying to adopt similar types
field of action to add strength to the of courses.
battle against dictatorships. In Spring- Opportunities For
fie
Id, Massachusetts, for example, a Women After The War
hi
8h school has organized a new
Thus, as college women, we observe
course, which, though still in the ex- that In addition to women needed
perimental stage, is proving to be suc- now, during the war, to replace encessful, to this girls are given mechan- listed men, there win be Innumerable
ical instruction which will prepare opportunities after the war. There
em ior joba M inspectorg ^ defenge will be, not only chances, but actual
use?*' They are studying instruments demands, for trained women in many
«™» 'n lcspection work—gauges, mi- new fields as a result of the war.
fan,-,.
c^'Pers; and are becoming There will be places for experts in
JUU«* with blueprints and other nec- the field of nursing, dietetics, recreational leadership, sociology, chemiswar7 SkWerin8
"'S" Thi8t0 Utnebutneone 8tep t°- try,
physiotherapy, business, and
«d tor skilled W0*!"
Girl S • coUe'" defense industries.
many others.
8es and schools are also
inau
Never before have young women
C Ur8es on a purely played so active a part In a war. In
^uSan"? °eW Vrh,cn
°
wlM
them/
"
PreDare wars of ancient times they stayed at
lhe8
of H,
° ""—Mtf services. One home. In the background, praying for
'C"rst * «■ educational move- sons and husbands, keeping a light in
ni
has been Mount Holyoke Col
the window until one night they might
e
Se in Massachusetts. Chief
return.
But today we find a new situ°ng the new classes here are, one
I °utrttion, in which matters of diet, ation. Women are as eager to help,
and as vital in their activities as the
Plu8 C0St3' a6ricultural Problems, Bur- soldier In the trench. And it Is the
commodities, and so on wiU be
dealt
*'ith; one in recreational lead- educational Institutions which are
* 'P. and one In Red Cross First taking the major steps to train the
college girla to fiu> more completely
than ever before, positions where, they
Canada, women axe already are needed.

60 Representatives
Take Part; »100
Scholarship Given

Sixty representatives of twelve
high schools visit the campus Friday
and Saturday to compete for the Interscholastlc debating championship
of Maine. They will bo the guests of
the Debating Council who are conducting the semi-final and final
rounds of the Bates Interscholastic
Eebating League.
Two teams in last year's finals,
Portland High, the 1940 champions,
and Lewlston High, third-place wi.iuers, are back again, as are two pievious titlists, Leavitt Institute and
Iiangor H'gh Tue other survivors o"
last month's preliminary round are
Hartland Academy, Bucksport, Livermore Falls, Ellsworth, Presque Isle,
Stearns, Winslow, and Cheverus High
Schools.
The two semi-final rounds begin
Friday at 3.30 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.
with al'. contestants and officials meeting at Chase Hall to receive instruction before each round. The subject
to be discussed Is "Resolved, that the
power of the Federal Government
should be increased". After the evening round the results will be announced at another Chase Hall assembly, and the matching of teams
for the final round at 9:00 a. m. Saturday will be made public.
The teams of the winning school
and the runner-up will receive trophies and the members of the three
teams in the finals will be awarded
medals. The best individual speaker
of the tourney will be given a $100
scholarship.
Among the coaches bringing teams
here this week end are four Bates
'ill S »1>i xr-iu

. I -->«.» '{IK „f

Lewiston, Walden Irish '39 of Ellsworth, Barbara Roweli 10 of Presque
Isle, and Bertha Bell '40 of Bucksport.
The names of this year's contestants
follow:
Iiangor High: Albert Winchell.
Nicholas Brounkas, John LaPoint, and
Charles Jellison. Bucksport High:
John Crocker, Fred Thomas, Margaret
Allen, and Francis Richmond. Chev
erus Classical High: Roland Levesque,
Alfred Mulhern, David Thornton, and
Richard Rowe.
Ellsworth High: Joyce Foulkner
Doris Hayes, Hazel Crabtree, and
Charles Foster. Hartland High: Jean(Contlnued on page four)

New Pattern Features
This Year's Catalogue
The new Bates Catalogue is now on
the press and will be ready for distribution in about two weeks, according
to Mr. Edward M. Powell, director of
publicity. The catalogue will be aria nged in a more logical order than
in the past. The one issued last
Spring was a radical change over
those of previous years, but the new
catalogue is to be even more of a
change.
According to Mr. Powell most college catalogues are put together haphazardly and in a very set pattern
with no especial attempt to present
the college attractively to prospective
students and donors. Instead of the
usual list of trustees, faculty, and administration In the front of the catalogue, the book will begin with a history of the college and what it offers
to prospective students not only In
the educational field but also In the
extra-curricula work and In scholarships and financial aids. Then the
courses will be presented, and the requirements for admission and graduation. Following this will be listed the
faculty, trustees, administration, the
students, last year's graduates and
honors received by them. Incidentally,
two sets of requirements will be pubshed, since the innovation of comprehensive examinations for the classes of 1944 and 1945 necessitates this
change.
To conclude the catalogue, there
will be an Index for references, ani
eight pages of Illustrations scattered
throughout the book.

Song Leader Tryouts
End Tomorrow Night
The tryouts for the Song Leader Contest for all those Interested
were held last Saturday, and the
finals will be held Wednesday and
Thursday of this week. A song
leader from the present Junior
class and a pianist from any one
of the four classes will be chosen.
Each of the four best leaders will
participate in the finals and show
their ability in leading the dining
room singing on Wednesday and
Thursday nights. All of the girls
have an opportunity to Judge by
casting their votes. The commit,
tee for the contest consists of
Martha Blaisdeli '42, Virginia
Gentner '43, and Muriel Entress

0 C Board Outlines
Full Spring Program
The Board of Directors of the Outing Club has planned fora busy
spring season. The club has scheduled
outdoor av.-ih.iito ranging fioiii onoe
trios to the innu<», Casco Bay crut&e
to provide means of relaxation for
tired and harried students. The opening feature will be colored movies and
slides on the Appalachian Trail. Mr.
Myron Avery, chairman of the Appalachian Trail Conference, will show
the pictures of the two thousand mile
trail on April 25.
April 27 will open the canoeing
season with a men's one day trip. On
the next two Sundays. May 4th and
11th, the women will take one-day
trips on the Cobbosseecontee River.
Tho-

\f»» "-IB, »I1I Ka »lw ™..„-..

overnight Trip on the Saco River.
The annual, popular Memorial Day
cruise on Casco Bay will be the big
event of the season. Those who went
last year will be glad to know that
they'll have a chance to go to the
same island

Junior Class Elects
Ivy Day Speakers
Results of last Saturday's Ivy Day
elections by the Junior class reveal
that Paul Quimby has been chosen to
seive as toastmaster, and James
Scott as class marshal.
Those selected to fill the other poaiUnns are the following: Toast to
the faculty, John Donevnn; toast to
atnlttts, Alice Turner; music solo.
Robert Oldmixon; gifts to women,
John Senior: gifts to men,, Priscilla
Simpson; toast to women, Irving Mabee; toast to men. Jean Keneston;
toast to seniors, Dorothy Mathews.
The position most favored for the
class stone and the planting of the
ivy »s the New Dorm.

Army Captain Shows
Movies To Flight Club

Next week a new atmosphere will
invade the coed section of campus, as
WAA follows the tradition of sponsoring a week devoted to health consciousness. April 21-25 is designated
as Health Week, under the general
chairmanship of Nancy lamld '43.
The girls have chosen for a health
theme, "Heads Up", with the stress
on good posture. Dorms will vie for
the health banner won last year by
Hacker House. Betty Bliss '43 is chairman of the Fruit Selling Committee.
Her assistant is Ruth Jache '43. The
dorm chairmen are: Chase, Judy
Campbell '44; Cheney, Bradley Dearborn '44; Frye, "Bonnie Laird '44;
Hacker, Esther I.lnder "44; Wilson,
Elaine Bush '44; Milliken, Phyllis
Chase '44; Rand, Poppy Giles '41;
Stevens, Lorna MacGray '44: and
Whittier, Jean McCann '44.
Monday, the Betty Bates competition begins, with attention focused on
hair grooming. Monday night, representatives from Hedlow Health Institute will speak on phases of campus
health. They will answer any questions on health which girls ask. Boxes
for questions will be found on three
or four places on campus later this
week.
Tuesday, Fayette Hoyt '44 wiU
"bugle" the girls awake for the first
morning hike. As last year, hikes will
be on a non-competitive basis. Lucille
Leonard '42 is in charge of the hiking
committee. Her assistants are Thera
Bushnell '42, Barbara Jones '44, Barbara Trumbell '44, and Frances
Wa.ker '44.
Posture will be the Tuesday standard of beauty. During the evening
each house will present a skit. Chairman of the skits is Ida May Hollis '43;
dorm skits are in charge of: Dorothy
Maulsby '43, Chase; Ruth Caret 43
Hacker; Barbara White '42. Wilson;
Blanche Kirschbaum '43. Frye; Nat
Webber '42. Stevens; Helen KaaaflaM
■*3, Cheney; Frances Kolfe '43, M.iliken; Helen Sweetsl:- '43, Whitier;
Charlotte Dolloff '41, Rand; and Jane
White '42, Town Girls.
Wednesday, the contestants for
Betty Bates will need to keep their
eyes on their feet Wednesday night,
dorm competition will be based on the
rong contest In charge of Genevieve
Stpehenson '43. The dorm leaders are:
Milliken, Marion Ludwick '42; Whittier. Barbara Stanhope '42; Rand, Betty Swann '41; Cheney, Genevieve Stephenson '43; Frye V.irginia Fisher
''3; Wilson, Virginia Gentner '43;
(Continued on page four)

Lawrence Chem Society
Indncts New Members
At a meeting of the Lawrance
Chemical Society last night, twelve
new members were initiated and the
officers-elect ifor tie eussiag year
were installed. The Initiation was con
ducted by John Bradley '41 and Erland Wentzeli '42.
The new members are Philip Blanchard, Robert Cote, Melvln Day, Setrak Derderian, George Hammond,
Thomas Hetherman, Robert Martell,
Mitchell Melnick, John Thurlow, and
Alexander Williams, all of the class
of 1943, and Vera Vivian and Louis
Dondero of the class of 1942. The new
officers are: Erland Wentzell, president; Richard Carroll '42, vice-president; and Malcolm Jewell '42, secretary-treasurer.

Armand Daddazsio, newly elected
president of the Flying Club, has announced that there will be an open
Flight Club meeting tomorrow night
at Hathorn Hall. At 7:15 a business
meeting is planned, after which Captain Richmond of Portland Army Air
Corps Reserve, will show two movies, G A Tentatively Plans
"Wings of the Navy" and "Flying Peace Day Observance
Cadet".
The Peace Commission of the ChrisEveryone lreluding townspeople Is tian Association, headed by James
invited to attend.
Walsh '41, has been making plans
during the past week for the formulation of a program which will reflect
the aims of the organization under
Scientists Elect New
present world conditions.
Members To Jordan Society
An attempt will be made to marlThe Jordan Scientific Society last some observance of National Peace
night elected the following to its list Day, to be celebrated next Wedne
of members: Armand Daddaslo and day. Colleges throughout the count r
William Mitchell, class of 1942, and are Joining In this nation-wide expresDick Baldwin, George Kolstad, Benja- sion of anti-war sentiment. As yet, no
man Matzilevitch, Norman Tufts, Jay definite plans are complete for any
True Crosby, Robert DuWors. Thomas such demonstration on the local camDoe, Charles Howarth, David Sawyer, pus, but some effort will be made to
Francis Jones, Norman Marshall, all clarify several conflicting views of
governmental policy.
of the class of 1943.

Bobcats Play For
Ducky Pond Attends
Varsity Club Gathering Dancing; John
Marsh Is Soloist
After the regular business meeting of the Bates Varsity Club Is
concluded tonight In the Purlnton
Room of the Alumni Gymnasium,
the coaching staff Including the
newly appointed football and baseball coach, Raymond "Ducky"
Pond, will be guests at an Informal gathering of the entire club.

Actors Plan For
Shakespeare Play
There will be three performances
of "The Taming of the Shrew", last
Robinson Players production of the
year, Director Lavlnia Schaeffer announced yesterday. The dates are as
follows: May 23, for the faculty and
the townspeople; May 27, for Ivy Day
guests and students; and at Commencement In June for the seniors
and their guests. Each presentation
will be given in the College Chapel.
The cast has not been chosen as
yet but Miss Schaeffer hopes to be
able to announce it in the next issue
of the STUDENT.
There has been considerable work
done on the play to date. The director has secured from the Harvard
library several prompt-books of productions given by such Shakespearean
actors as Edwin Booth, Southern and
Marlowe, and Ada Rehan. With these
books as a basis, it will be possiblj
to cut some parts of the play without
injuring the plot or any characterization.
Because of the length and oth«r
technical difficulties, cutting is a regular praciicu whin .-jnatt.eByea.ean
plays are produced. In "The Taming
of the Shrew", for example, there are
several passages in Latin which tend
IO distract modern audiences. These
sections will undoubtedly be eliminated.
On the other hand, Maurice Evans,
one of the finest Shakespearean actors
today, established something of a preledent by his presentation of "Ham
let'' in its entirety.

Nichols Gains Honors
At R. L State Congress
David Nichols '42 tied for top honors at the fifth annual "College Model
Congress of the United States" entertained by Rhode Island State College at Kingston, R. I., during vacation week. Among the delegates of
sixteen institutions of New England
and the East, Bates was represented
by Elizabeth Swann '41 and Nichols
in the House of Representatives, by
Valerie Saiving} '43 and Waldemar
Flint 43 in the Senate.
While not primarily a contest, observers attended the session and made
awards for "conduct most becoming
future leaders in a democracy". In
the House Samuel C. Myers of Princeton tied Nichols for first honors, Samuel Zagoria of Rutgers placed second,
and Philip Day of Maine received the
third award. The three winners In the
Senate were Roland Breault of American International College, Ward
Haas of MIT, and Joseph Young of
R. L College of Education. Nichols'
bill, proposing military training for
all men while under twenty-one as a
replacement for the selective service
of an older group, was the only measure passed by the House among eight
considered at their first meeting and
cne of four approved during the whole
session. Most of the proposals debated at the Congress dealt with current
labor problems and foreign policies,
although such matters as federal
housing, socialized medicine, ASCAPBMI controversy, ex-President Hoover's plan for feeding European neutrals, and a national sweepstakes
were also discussed.
The other participants were Boston
College, Bowdoin, Connecticut, Gettysburg, Holy Cross, Rivier, St. Joseph's,
and Simmons.

Bates College's first band concert
will be held Saturday night, April 19.
in the Alumni Gym, from 7:30 to
11:30 o'clock. Reservations are on
sale at the athletic office for this innovation in campus entertainment, at
$1.50 per couple.
The band concert is being sponsored by the band for a three-fold purpose. Not only does the band hope
to profit financially by it, but also
hopes to bolster band morale and increase the prestige of the band on
campus, and secure new uniforms and
instruments. Last year the band appeared at the football games in new
uniforms, and was considered by
many as the finest looking of the tour
Maine bands. This band concert is
another move to improve the general
standing of the band.
There will be ten scheduled dances,
starting at 8:00 p. m. From 7:30 to
8:00 p. m. there will be several preliminary unnumbered dances. A halfhour intermission will feature music
by the band, light selections by the
Men's Glee Club, and a BOIO by John
Marsh '43. Dance music will be furn'shed by the Bates Bobcats. Tho affair is semi-formal, and is patterned
somewhat on the order of the Pops
Conceit, except that there will be no
tables set up, but a double row of
chairs will be placed around the gym.
Each chair as numbered so reservations for them must be made before
hand.
The committee In charge of the
dance includes Professor Crafts, as
musical director and faculty advisor,
Mr. Moore, faculty advisor, Stanton
ouiiui -.i, MM
« »>— Knna. and Calvin Gates '43, business manager of the
organization. The chaperones will be
Mr. and Mrs. Crafts and Mr. and Mr*
Moore.

D SI Model Congress
Honors Harriet White
Harriet White '41 served as clerk
of the second biennial Delta Sigma
Rho Model Congress which convened
in Chicago last week, clerk being the
highest office to which a "congresswoman" was elected. Participating in
the session were delegates from over
forty institutions which have chapters of this national honorary forensic
society, and which represented all sections of the country.
The Bates delegates attending were
Jane Woodbury '<2 and Patrick Harrington '42, serving on committees
studying housing problems, and Miss
White and Sumner Levin '42 on comnffiirVM which considered national defense needs. fiEcBMtoa and Levin
were each named to thV-<SaateX?Z?ce
committee on their respective sifb- ^
Jects and each was among the sponsors of minority bills.
Prof. Brooks Quimby, a national
vice-president of Delta Sigma Rho.
also attended the congress, and while
there he and the debaters were entertained by the Bates alumni group
of Chicago.

Daddazio Succeeds Wall
On Chase Hall Committee
On April 26th, Armand Daddazio '42
will take over the official duties of
Chairman of the Chase Hall Committee for the coming year. It was
announced by retiring chairman Richard Wall '41, today.
The Committee will contain the
same members as far as the upper
classes are concerned, but two new
members will be added from the class
of 1944. The faculty advisor for the
committee during the coming year
will be Prof. August Buschmann.
Wall also stated that in response
to popular demand new tickets have
been procured for" the Saturday night
dances on the back of which dance
programs will be printed.
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The springlike Easter week end
was the occasion for much activity
around the Bates campus. Ray Cool
traveled up from Lynn to see Vonnle
(FOUNDED IN 1878)
Chase. Barb White's folks came all
the way from New Jersey, and Barb's
(Student Office - Tel. 3782J)
(The Auburn News - Tsi. 8010)
ister, Elizabeth, "who spent the week
. (Tel. 8J399)
RALPH F. TULLER »«' at Wilson House, returned home with

By Ella Santilli '43

BATES STUDENT

DANISH

(Tel M122)
JOHN C. DONOVAN '42
JW
' "• M1ZZ}
Assistants: Robert Scott '43, Mitchell Melnlck '48. George Hammond '43.
Robert Macfarlane '44, Paul Edward Fournler '44. Michael Touloumtzle
'44, Ella Santilli '43, Janice Jayne '43, Gladys Bickmore '42, Bradley
Dearborn '44, Rita Silvia '44. Evelyn Marsden '44. Nina Leonard '44.
Marie RadcUffe "44, Virginia Hunt '44.

them. Dot Ross went home to Portland and Jlmmle. Elaino Bush's family arrived for the week, and Glnnie
Barnes' parents spent Sunday with
her. Bobble Abbott and Marion
lhomas were back on campus, resting
from their duties of practice teaching.
Orrin Snow was back for the week
NEWS EDITOR
(Tel. 84364)
NORMAN J. BOYAN '43
end. Tressa Braun and Kay leLong
Stan": Richard Horton '42. Richard Baldwin '43, Arthur Fontaine '43. Mitchtook advantage of the week end to
ell Melnlck '43, Almon Fish '44, Paul Fournler '44, Harry C. Barba '44,
visit friends on the Bates campus.
Francis Gingras '44. Albert Guttenberg "44, Michael Touloumtzis '44.
Chris Williamson spent Easter SunReporters: Richard Dearborn '41, Durant Brown '42, David Nlckerson '42,
day In Portland. Ginnie Wentworth's
William Worthy '42, Webster Jackson '43, Robert Martell '43, Thomas
lamily was up for the week end. Paul
Winston '43, Donald Day '44, Deane Hoyt '44.
Fournier visited friends in Berlin, N.
News Commentary: Ella Santilli '43, Lyaander Kemp "42.
H. The sophomore girls of Wilson
8PORT8 EDITOR
(Tel. 83384) — JACK STAHLBERGER '43 House gave a party in honor of Margie Burt's birthday.
Staff: Robert Scott '43, Marcel Boucher '43, George Hammond '43, Carl
Monk '43, Thomas Winston '43, Norman Tufts '43, Harvey C. Barba '44,
Activity seems to be running high
Edmund Gibson '44, Michael Touloumuis '44, Robert A. Macfarlane '44.
in Wilson—the entire house had a
MANAGING EDITOR

RUTH J. 8TEVEN8 '42 breaklast party in a downtown restaurant on Tuesday morning. Helen
Reporters: Dorothy Frost '42. Dorothy Foster '42, Helen Martin '42, ElizaSweetsir entertained a sub-freshman
beth Moore '42. Patricia Bradbury '42, Gladys Bickmore 42, Janice
from Portland, Ruth Kennedy. Tom
Jayne 42, Arlene Chadbourne '43, Elia Santilli '43, Virginia Wentworth
Hayden was away for the week end.
"43, Barbara Boothby '44, Jean Childs '44, Lucy Cornelius '44. Bradley
Several high school debaters were the
Dearborn '44, Virginia Hunt '44, Nina Leonard '44, Helen Laird '44,
guests of Milliken House. Luwilda
Evelyn Marsden '44, Marie Radcliffe '44, Sia Rixoulis '44, Rita Silvia
Placy and Myrtle Flanders were the
'44, Esther Foster '44.
debaters and they brought with them
Cub Reporters: Helen Mason "42. Patricia Miller '42, Martha Burns "43,
as their guests, Jean Walker and LouAnn Parsons '43, Dorothy Fenner "43, Alice Spooner '44, Frances
ise Covell. The girls were accompaWalker '44, Shirley Whiting '44, Anne Locke '44, Amy McCombie '44,
nied by their coach, Mrs. Patterson.
Eleanor Darling '44, Miriam Cram '44, Virginia Simons '44.
The male members of the debating
BUSINESS MANAGER
.. (Tel. 8-3398)
CHANDLER BALDWIN '42
squad were Jarvis Lewis and John
ADVERTISING MANAGER __. (Tel. 83398) ..GEORGE CHALETZ8KY '42, Williams, who with their coach, Mr.
CIRCULATION MANAGER... (Tel. 3952-J)
JOSEPH HOWARD '42; Knight (a Bates graduate), were entertained at one of the boys' dorms.
Staff, Howard Baker '43, Stephen Bartlett '44, Richard Becker '43, Robert
Another sub-freshman, Norma Dick,
Goodspeed '44, John Hennessey '43, Vincent McKuslck '44, David
from Worcester, spent the week end
KeUsey '44.
at Chase House. With the advent off
real spring weather. Bates social life
MPHIflnno FOR KATfOI.L HWMHW Br
Published weekly during the college
National Advertising Service, Inc. is exhibiting much briskness and bustle. From now until the end of classCollegi Publiibers Re£>re>enL/me
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NIW YORK. N. Y.
es,
we expect that the campus will be
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a very lively place.
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Peace Day Observance
Next Wednesday, National Peace Day, brings with it a delicate iiueauun ut poncy. in more tranqun times, peace Organizations aim toward measures which will insure the preservation of
world harmony. The pacifistic ideal can, and should, serve as the
ultimate goal. It must constantly be remembered, however, that
impractical idealism and impatient demands can destroy all respect for pacifism.
In a nation at war, the work of peace groups is equally obvious. There must be a clear statement of war aims and there must
be a workable plan aimed at creating post-war conditions which
will prevent future conflict. "In time of war," the responsibility of
peace societies is clearly to "build for peace."
ut April 23, 1941, presents peculiar difficulties. The United
is not at war, but neither is it at peace. We are at once
.1 and unneutral. There is no use trying to evade the thing;
ca is definitely committed to a program of all-out aid for
ad.
ublic sentiment is pretty largely in favor of the defense proThere is considerably more controversy over the degree of
assistance to be given England. Governmental policy would indicate
that "all-out aid" means exactly that, and the serious possibility
of an English defeat would see active American intervention.

This evening at 9:15 the Radio
Speech class wiU present its weekly
program, the theme of which Is
spring sports. John Hennessy *43
will conduct a round table discussion,
the participants of which include the
John Haskell '11, co-captain of the
rolf team; James Walsh '41, tennis;
Arthur Belllveau '41, baseball; and
Warren Drury '41, track.
Armand Daddazio '42 Is going to
speak on "Science In the Field of
Sports", after the round table discusfion is closed. Also included on the
program is a rendition of "Stormy
Weather" by a quartet consisting of
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ALUMNI NOTES
Journalism, was awarded one of the
three Katherine MacMahon scholarships for the spring semester.
James PelUcanl '40 is now engaged
by the McMillan Pine Crest School.
Fort Lauderdale, Florida, as a private
Laurence D. Gammon '39, who en- tutor and Instructor In science.
listed In the United States Marine
Sumner B. Tapper "40, former sport*
Corps, is now stationed at Quantico,
editor
and managing editor of the
Virginia.
Bates STUDENT, Is employed In the
Donald R. Purinton "39 is an exam- division of prisoners of the United
iner at the Colt Fire Arms Manufac States War Department, Washington,
luring Company, Hartford, Conn., as a D.
representative of the United Kingdom
Eleanor Cook '40, teaching in
Technical Mission of the British GovBrewster Academy, Wolfeboro, N. H.,
ernment
has announced her engagement to
Jasper M. Balano '40 is foreman of Douglas E. Bragdon '40, who is now
>»vua*ug srmauacv BCUOOI at narvara.
■
- -• —
r-'' * —r **
rtruction of an airfield at Quonsett
John W. Hlbbard '40 has announced
Point, R. L
his engagement to Ruth Hersey BuAnnette L. Barry '40, formerly of chanan of Dedham, Mass.
Lewlston, la now employed by the
John E. Leard '38 and Mrs. Leard
State Welfare Department in the old
(Hazel Turner '40) are residing In
age assistance division.
Richmond, Va., where Mr. Leard Is
Charles Gralchen '40 Is working for working on the staff of one of the
i
Pont de Nemours and iocal papers, the "Richmond News
Company branch at Glbbstown, N. J.,' Leader".
as a chemist
Joseph Canavan '39, president of
the Student Council in his undergraduate days, recently finished a successful season as basketball coach
at Danforth High School.

a

Zaven Turadlan '42, Irving Mabee '42,

Mark Lelyveld '40, former editor of
John Morris '41, and Joseph Miller- the Bates STUDENT, who has been
ick fL
attending the Columbia School of

CLUB

NOTES

SpotTord Club

STUDENT Policy
Much to our own surprise, the April 16 issue of the STUDENT
is not the maiden effort of the new staff. But it is our first attempt
to publish a regular edition, and it is only fair that some word on
general policy be spoken. In ihe desire not to be trite, we will be
brief, at least.

But first—a word about the special edition of last Saturday.
We realize, of course, that a four column paper is not particularly
impressive. Nevertheless, we feel that the announcement of
"Ducky" Pond's appointment was of sufficient news value—despite
premature rumors of his selection—to warrant an extra. Working
with very little time, and with equipment not quite on a par with
It seems to us that it should be a policy of watchful waiting, that of a big city daily, we feel that we did a creditable job. A word
of open mindedness, of careful sifting of evidence, of extreme of thanks is due from a harried editor to a cooperative staff.
caution. For the present at least, there seems to be only one desire
As to policy
We have before us two quotations which disthat is almost unanimous on this campus, and that is to prevent agree basically as to the function of a free press in a democracy.
the death of American soldiers on the battlefield. Here is a stand One—by Herbert Agar, editor of the Louisville (Ky.) "Courierv
to abide with—"keep America out of war!"
Journal" stresses the importance of interpretation of the news, and
All the other myriad shades of opinon center around this the acceptance by newspapers of direct responsibility for such inbasic hope. Many sincere thoughtful people believe that the only terpretation and comment. Frank Mott, director of the School of
way to escape the cataclysm is by helping England. Some wish Journalism at the University of Iowa, maintains, on the other hand,
England to win, but feel that our home defenses demand all the that the press should concentrate on objective information, and
effort we can give them. A few—conscientious objectors—stand that readers should be allowed to form their own conclusions on
honestly for pacifism under all conditions. A very few are genuine- basic issues.
ly convinced that they are working for the ultimate good of AmerWe are inclined to agree with Prof. Mott. We would like to
ica by active opposition to all governmental policies.
think that we have power enough to combat fundamental evils
We believe that these views should be explained clearly. A lot through the editorial column. But we have a sneaking suspicion
that news stories are still the most important section of a newsof confused thinking would be avoided if this campus and this paper.
country could obtain impartial, authoritative, calm statements of
conflicting opinions. Disagreement is the life-blood of democracy, STUDENT editorial opinion will constantly attempt to reflect the
but it can turn into a poison if ideas are based on emotion and not finest characteristics of the school for the benefit of readers outfacts.
side the campus circle. And the news department will do the best
We hope, and we have reason to believe, that the aim of the job it can of recording a complete, impartial picture of college activity. In short, the STUDENT during the coming year will try to be
Peace Commission is to present a program that is as factual as posan adequate representative of Bates, but its main task will be to
sible. We hope that they will attempt to secure speakers who will
act as a clearing house for campus information.
be able to show why some people, at least, believe the way they do.
Such speakers will command the respect of the school. Rabble rousWe hope to remember that a newspaper, after all, is nothino
more
than a paper of news.
^
er 3 will not.

In the midst of these c fused and confusing issues, what
should be the ppsitiov. oi a rrcup which is organized for peace?
Sgecifife&lVj, what should b
attitude of the Peace Commission of the Bates Christian association in its efforts to plan a Peace
Day program for next Wednesday?
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Tht. meeting Sunday, April 13, was
divided into two parts. Prom 2-2.30,
there was a closed meeting, daring
which amendments to the constitution were proposed. These win be
posted for the benefit of those who
were not present They will be voted
on at the next meeting. Plans for a
cabin party were also discussed. The
second half of the meeting was devoted to a combined session of Contributors and Spofford Club members.
They were given a test to discover
creative writing ability.
Camera Club
Monday evening, April 14, moving
pictures of the Saddleback Mountain
climb, and of the last Bridgton Ski
trip were presented. The meeting was
open to anyone interested.
Art Club
Saturday afternoon. April 18. the
club went outdoors to do oil paintings
of the ChapeL
Macfarlane Club

The meeting Monday evening, April
K was featured by the attendance of
about twenty underclassmen who are
Prospective members for next year.
Some of these non-members and some
of the regular members took part In
the program which was arranged by
Pro'. Crafts.
Refreshments were
«erved later in the evening.

CHAPEL QUOTE
• «■ a fact that 700 million people
at least nominally accept the ideals
and principles of Jesus—more than
three times that of any other Individual faith.—Dr. Zerby.

Cared void the «*f me°' >£
tween the United State. «* the
Danish minuter. Henri* de KM*
mann. placing Greenland under
American protection. At th. -me
time, the foreign office announced
the recall of the minister, and
they declared this agreement
which gave the United States permission to establish air and naval
bases and other military facilities
at Greenland to be illegitimate under International law.
Announcement at Washington
said that the agreement had been
signed by Mr. de Kauffmsn In behalf of the King of Denmark, but
Denmark la a German occupied
territory.
Mr. de Kauffmann has been instructed to notify President Roosevelt that he no longer represents
Denmark, but the minister says
that this action is not taken under free Denmark but under German duress.
Whether the agreement Is void
depends on the interpretation the
State Department, which has already denied that the Germandominated Danish government exercises the powers of sovereignty
over Greenland, puts upon the
claim set forth by the Danish minuter, and the State department
does not declare the agreement
void but also an important step
on the maintenance of the Monroe Doctrine.

PEACE WAS
EASTER THEME

Millions of worshipers throughout the country ottered their
prayers at dawn and all through
the day for the restoration of a
world stricken with war as the
one sombre note in a day that
will otherwise be festive and Joyful.

On the other
where the sombre
'"ote
tide predominates.^:^
ed the end of Lent
pies of its many ^t
'

■■■■■■•!

celled the customat,?1 \|
celebrated by the Po1*"6
the existing coa^
world. But mstead'^Vij
dvered & radi., a**^, N
ing for peace.
***•»*

YOG08LAV3 LAU^u
COUNTER-ATTACKj

The latest report
*!
Slavs were pressiu. *M
drive southward IBL Cce,*j
Serbia and that tO^Kl
forts to halt the con^**!
had failed. The YnajJ**i
ter-offenslve was aim^"*
gtortant center for <^*
tions at Skoplje in Soinw
bia which is the kej^,.,
man drive into Onset J
bania.

PEACE ADVANCES
ON LABOR FRONT

There are many s\ng
provement along the deia^
front, with both laborer,
ployers Indicating a d*MI
operate in diminishing^
ber of strikes In the shd
cupa tions.
Return to work of w
Chalmers strikers duett),
tion of the National Defan
diation Board has overcoat J
Jor crisis, where stopgap* J
has affected Army and Xnji
ders to a drastic exteK
Public opinion is ciaar
for extreme measures lib am
strikes but desire mort i i
creation of machinerj j j
with industrial disputes. k|
over, employers are bepsii
think that a crackdown as
by the government mil
tually mean the taking m
industrial jiants.

European Correspondent
Talks To College Journalists
By Edward

Highlighting the second semi-annual
convention of the New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association held
at Northeastern University, March 21
to 23, was a talk on European, especially Balkan, newspapers, by Robin
Markham, for 25 years European coi-t-spondent for the Christian Science
Monitor. Represented at this oonvent.on were fifteen colleges including
Bates, the University of New Hampshire. Colby, Tufts. MI.T., Northeastern, Simmons, Boston University,
Radcltff, Connecticut State College for
\sorc«n, Massach
a Stale, Brown.
Piovidence CoUege, Wesleyan. and
Worcester Teen.
Although each
school was allowed to send as many
representatives as It chose, most papers sent their editor and their busiress manager. George Chaletxsky '42,
new advertising manager, and 1 as
retiring managing editor, represented
the STUDENT. At the close of the
convention, George was appointed
chairman of the Important Extension
Committee, whose duty is to Induce
other colleges to Join the association.

Booth '41
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about the methods used If* &*&
governments to censor store* pust
have central bureaus whidp Saai
has
the only "information" t*)<
bleu
may use; others make th*
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submit his copy to a censor
hap
still others allow the reports 3*|
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what he wants. If be sbtf
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but wholly unreliable.
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Europeans Believe
Swiss Press

As all papers have a ro^ _
He, Mr. Markham described*
Europeans read their papers
News Agency Jobs
houses. They go to their fa '"'
Not Too Enviable
order coffee and whipped ;\.\
Mr. Markham pictured, in a graphic in Vienna—and (heir .vi-"f
fashion, the trials of a newspaper re- around to see what papers i1']
porter. Being a correspondent for a use and brings a pile of tti*s
single newspaper like the Monitor or j customer. The customers stt"
the Chicago Tribune Is much more fee, read, and argue; on *
pleasant than working tor news agen-jthey seem to be more In*'
rtea like the UP and the AP. Report- their reading than America?
ere for a single paper, he said, have because they have learned »'
to get their copy in for their paper's tween the lines owing to #J
deadline. Whatever Important news ous periods of censorship
breaks after that deadline can wait tbey have been accustomed
until the next day. Thus, these re-'nearly every European tak? .
Porters keep more or less office hours .one native paper and one
and can relax as soon as their paper per; he reads both very car
has gone to press. On the ether hand,' when they disagree, he b
news agency reporters have to keep Swiss press!
working day andisight, lor no matter I Tna conventlon wlu
J*
when a story brealbvtbey have to be», fau ^
(?
the flrst ones to get the story and i „, .„ K1. .
."
„J
~nd tt to America.
IJ"1 V
°r «"» «»Ten*<
I The winner is to be announ*
Of course, in a talk on European :ly by the president,'the bus^
papers, the topic of censorship is in- ager of the Mass State Coller.
evitable. Talking about his own ex- delegates, especially those W*,
periences, he told us that whenever Island and Connecticut thouS^,
he enters one European country, he is was far too great a distance < ,
Immediately trailed by secret service as the president urged TuW,
men. In all countries, telephone con-' to put in a bid. Bates in all ^,
venations are alwaya listened to by' will not play host next 1**
government agents. He than talked convention.
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gcrrnef Meets Bowdoin
m Two Exhibitions

Net Season Near s
With Positions Open

SPORT SHOTS
By JACK STAHLBERGER '43

7

Cindermen Prepare
For Interclass Meet
Veterans Expect
Good Year, Despite
Unbalanced Squad

With several veterans and a few
new candidates reporting to varsity
Bates has been entertaining the like Artie Belliveau, Mike Buccigross.
tenniij practice daily In the gym. Work boys, Billy and Windy, from \ Harry Gorman, Al Topham, Jim O'Su',Coach Buschmann Is looking to the Bangor for the past few days. Both I livan, Hal Beattle, et aL Tes, we thmk
opening match with some eagerness boys are all-state football stars. Pond will be very busy long before
The spring track season opens this
to see how this year's team will stand
Windy" held down the fullback spot the opening whistle of the season Saturday with the interclass meet
up under the pressure of a season of and was acclaimed as one of the best sounds. Yet with "Ducky" and the
The sophomores are favored to take
intercollegiate competition.
backs ever to attend Bangor High, boys cooperating we are going to have this meet as they did the similar
Among
those
returning
from
last
With Garcelon Field in playing conwhile brother Billy gathered in the something to look forward to.
meet In the winter. The schedule this
year's outfit are Co-Captains Jim
dition earlier than It has been In
laurels on his fine tackle play. Bates
spring calls for meets with Bowdoin,
Walsh and Fred Whltten, Junie could use a couple of players like the
many years, and his team rapidly takMIT, and Northeastern with the State
Watts, who saw little action a year Works. Let's hope they decide to
With the annual baseball opening
ing shape. Coach Mansfield's 1941 edimeet and the New Englands as well.
i go but who plans to see more this come again, and make the stay per- day gone by and the major leaguers
tion of the Bates Bobcats will open
The team lacks balance with no pole
spring, and Paul Quimby, who is at
battling to nail the flag of their parthe current campaign by taking on
manent.
vaulter and a lack of hurdlers. Outpresent battling Walsh for the No. 1
ticular club to the respective pennant
the Bowdoin Polar Bears In a pair of
side of these two, the team has at
position.
flagpoles, we are going to succumb to
exhibition tilts—the first here Saturleast one good man In each event.
Boasting a great variety of shots,
day, the return engagement at BrunsNow that Raymond "Ducky" Pond the temptation which hits all sports The squad will not be strong In dual
Walsh expects to Improve upon his
has been appointed head coach of writers, and those who go by that meets but should be better In the
wick the following Monday.
past record and to close out his colfootball, the local experts who were name, and pick our favorites for the State and New England meets than
lege career with a series of wins. His
The Bobcats will begin the season
offering sure tips as to who was to league pennant winners. With fingers last year. Also a better showing
game Includes an accurate set of
with prospects a good deal brighter
get the Job will be able to sit back crossed, a rabbit foot in every pocket. should be made against Northeastern
shots which should give his opponents
than they have been in the last year
and wait for the fall and the football and a horseshoe over our door (duck
and Bowdoin.
plenty of trouble as well as exercise.
or two. Outside of the catcher's spot
season. However, although the grand- when you enter), we are picking the
Paul Quimby, on the other hand,
which as yet has not been definitely
stand quarterbacks may rest, one per- Reds and the Yankees to come out on
Three seniors return to the cinlooks less flashy than his doubles
filled the line-up which will open the
son who won't be resting is the afore- top In their respective leagues. Oh, ders. Warren Drury will run the twopartner and singles rival, but is deseason is decided upon, and is liberalmentioned Mr. Pond. "Ducky" has a yes. It looks like a toss-up in the In- mile as Indoors. Tiny Boothby will
cidedly the steadier of the two. His
ly sprinkled with veterans.
<ob cut out for him In replacing men tramural league.
have the nod on the shot, discus, and
forehand is his best shot. Quimby, a
possibly
the hammer. Don Webster
junior,
should
continue
his
great
work
On the mound the Mansfleldmen
will probably participate only In the
of a year ago when the official season
will be able to call upon four experiState meet due to baseball's coming
opens against Rhode Island at Kingsenced pitchers to still the enemy bats.
at the same time. He will probably
ton
a
week
hence.
The dean of the staff is dependable
be in the high Jump and the discus In
Co-Captain Whltten looks like the
John Bertram, led by Joe LaRoDon Webster. Webster had a very sucthat meet
cessful season last year, being out- chelle and Charley Thompson, walk- number three man at present. He, too,
After many lively sessions, the campus. "Bing" Burns is manager of
is
a
steady
racqueteer
with
an
accustandingly effective against the Brown ed,' off with the annual intramural
The Juniors have four men out Ike
Ping.Pon* and Badminton Tourna. this sport
Bears from Orono, whom he stopped Track Meet. The winners piled up a rate forehand and a good steady backMabee will flash In the quarter and
ments closed with Ginger Wilson "42
hand.
Coach
Buschmann
expects
great
twice. Next In line is Mike Matra- total of 20 3-4 points to lead Roger
Hours are to be arranged for Rid- 220. Nickerson will specialize In the
of Chase House and Muriel Swlcker
hi-ano. burly New York fastballer. Williams and New Dorm, who tied things of Whitten this spring. Leighing. Sign up if you are interested and S80 with the 440 as another possibil42 of Cheney the respective winners.
Matragrano has all the equipment for second, by ten points. West Parker ton "Junie" Watts, tall sophomore
watch the bulletin board far an- ity. Sigsbee will put the shot and the
Betty Moore. Town Girls, was the badcandidate
from
Watertown,
Mass.,
has
necessary for an outstanding hurler, took the fourth slot with 5 3-4 points
nouncement of the first meeting. discus and will probably run the 100
minton
runner-up.
Gale
Rice,
Rand
LOU HERVEY '42
There will be a fee of probably seven- in dual meets. Parmenter will sling
but has never come quite up to his while East Parker and Off-Campus been out there working dally and has
HaV. was runner-up In ping-pong.
ty-five cents per hour. "Bing" Burns the hammer for his share of the
possibilities. Both Mike and Mansfield shared the shade of the cellar with added a steadier backhand to his collection of strokes of a year ago. AlAt a cabin party held at Thorncrag is in charge of riding.
are confident that this year he will do live markers apiece.
duties.
ways possessing a blazing service and before vacation, the new WAA Board
so. Dave Schiff, Maiden slowballer,
Coordinator Wally Driscoll an- a powerful forehand. Watts has been
There is a "very good bargain Jn
took over the •'reins". Ida May Hollis
fills the third slot on the staff. Schiff
The sophomores have the greatest
nounced that with the diamond in working on this backhand stroke until ■43, Esther Foster '44. and Lorna Mac- golf that you shouldn't miss. A dollar
began last season with a notable win
number
of men out Bob McLauthlln
good shape, the Intramural softball it is no longer a visible weakness.
Cray '44 have been elected to th^ ticket may be purchased which en- is, of course, favored to overcome all
With the frosh baseball squad -hap- over the hard hitting Northeastern
competition would begin with the
Joe Millerick, Billy Buker, Wood; Board. Other members of the Board titles the holder to play anytime ex; up ready for the opener on April Huskies, but had trouble with his
opposition In the mile run and percoming of daylight saving. According Wood, "Butch" DeWitt, and "Junior" are:
Elisabeth Moore, president; cept Sunday (while college is in ses- haps the half mile. Ken Lyford will
; with Deering. Coach Newell feels pitching arm later In the year and
to last reports this is the 27th of Leavitt are other courtmen who in- Nancy Gould, vice-president; Muriel sion) until snow flies next fall. Playthat a successful season is never quite regained his effectiveness, j
be seen In the broad Jump, low hurApril. Last year the softball league tend to break into the starting Bates Swicker, treasurer; Barbara Boothby, ers must provide their own clubs. The
ar at hand. Now that spring recess That ailment has cleared up and Dave I
dles and quarter mile. Minert Thompfeatured many hotly contested battles lineup. All have shown good strokes secretary; Elizabeth Stafford. Pris- golf course is located on Main street,
i passed the team has six succes- is set to go. Last man on the hurling'
son will have the 100 and 220 for his
and
this coming season should see and service. Of this group Buker has tilla Simpson, Martha Burns, and near the fairgrounds. Ida May Hollis
tre weeks in which to work into a brigade Is Al Wight, sophomore |
events. Charlie Hamlin will also be
appeared
to
be
the
best
all-around
some of the old feuds renewed with
is manager of golf.
Martha Littlefield.
^to-operating unit. Many of the knuckle-bailer. Wight gave promise of.
in the 220 and possibly the 440 as
player.
vigor, if not too much skill.
tdidates have been seen in other becoming a first-flight hurler last year (
well. Frank Comly, who achieved
The
late
spring
season,
which
runs
The
first
meeting
of
baseball
enthuCoach Buschmann has listed seven
Driscoll also announced that if the
lie events and the roster is stud- and with a little more experience he
until May 23, has Just been started siasts was held yesterday. The first fame last year By winning his nuvarsity
matches
plus
the
state
affair
respective dormitories want to have a
rtth names familiar to all fresh- should do Just that.
and it's not too late to come out for few sessions will be held in Rand Gym merals in one afternoon in heaving
tennis and horseshoe pitching compe- which takes place here at Lewlston
your favorite sport. A variety of until the ground outside is suitable. the Javelin to a first without previous
In the infield the Bobcats can boast tition they should organize their teams on May 19-20. The schedule includes
practice, will again participate in that
I'fteBobklttens have the makings of of an all-veteran combination, com- ond let him know before Friday. matches with New Hampshire, Brown, sports are offered this season for you Baseball manager Is "Lib" Stafford.
event. Cliff Willy will trot his stuff
to
choose
from.
80%
of
the
practices
I sort, strong pitching force witn posed of Kyp Josselyn at first. Lou Driscoll can be reached at his office and Tufts as well as the usual
Campcraft
will
meet tomorrow In the half mile. Norm Tufts in the
must
be
attended
In
order
to
receive
clashes
with
the
three
Maine
teams.
Ifvsrai tonne* hieh school and DreD II-—-:- - *"•!
ih« knvstone
1
••»
• u. f.-.iL n~~.- •• "-.~fc r-—
(Thursday) at 4:30 in Kami t>ym un- low and high hurdles. If Tom WinsColby, Bowdoiu, and the Bears from credit
Ichool stars. Among them, Tom sack, and Captain Art Belliveau holdder the direction of Ruth Carter. ton can be convinced he should be
The summary of the track meet:
Orono.
The tennis courts cannot be used Here's a good chance to improve your
tow*, 1e4 Small, and Bob Gains ing down the short field with Brud
out for spring track, he will probably
40 yard dash—1st, LaRochelle, JB;
leem to have equal chances of snag- Witty, converted hurler-second basefor awhile yet; but until the ground ability as a camper! Martha Littlebe seen in the high hurdles and a
2nd,
Watts,
WP;
3rd,
Silverman,
RW;
ting a starting berth. These men are man at the hot corner. Josselyn, who
dries out, we can start getting in trim Feld is the manager.
running event.
4th,
C.
Thompson,
JB;.
Time:
5
sec
by hitting balls in the gym. Tennis inLushed hard by Larry Brooks, Vaino made the varsity last year as a freshHalf mile run—1st, Scharfenberg,
struction will be given on certain
There are twelve pairs of roller
lain, and Bo Cronin. Coach Newell man will be set to improve last year's
Takjng all into consideration It
days (watch the bulletin board for skates in Rand Gym that may be used doesn't look as if the varsity is going
i two good receivers in Bob Ham defensive and offensive standards. JND; 2nd. Sauter. RW; 3rd, Landick,
the time). Don't forget the spring at any time.
and Cubby Genetti, besides re- Hervey, a brilliant playmaker, and jRW. Time: 2:26 8-6.
to make any too good a showing this
The frosh track squad, lacking any
Shot put—1st, Hauler, ND; 2nd,
Tennis Tournament which is open to
e strength in Bill Lewis and per- Belliveau, a fine sticker as well as a
stars
and
with
few
experienced
men,
Nancy Gould Is the new head of tprlng. The lack of hurdlers and pole
I Doug Stantial, the latter having steady defense man, form a double Eastman, JB; 3rd, C. Thompson, JB; laces the coming outdoor season with all. Esther Foster is manager of tenvaulters wiiv imbalance the squad.
training.
play
combination
.second
to
none
inj^th,
J.
LaRochelle.
JB.
Distance:
40
nis
and
"Kitty"
Winne
is
coach.
*n transformed into a shortstop
little hope of any spectacular accomthe State. Witty has taken to his new ft- 10% In.
a the past few years.
plishments. However, a few of the
Bicycling is always popular on
position well and gives promise to
High Jump-lst. Doe, EP; 2nd,
yearlings
showed
promise
indoors
balmy
spring days. Bicycles may be
Hidden Strong
equal or Improve his last year's bat- Towle, JB; 3rd, tie between Wright,
and
It
is
possible
that
the
invigoratrented
down town or from girls on
|«n At Bat
ting record which was well over .400. JB, Dondero, WP, Scharfenberg. ND,
ing Maine spring air may spur them
Newell seems to have been
Sauter, RW. Height: 5 ft. 1 In.
on to better deeds outdoors.
In the outer gardens the Bobcats
*sed with one complete infield that
Broad jump—1st, Bram, OC.
The frosh squad has the following
will
have
three
dependable
fly
chaswas plenty good even at this early
Relay—1st, JB (Thompson, LaRoWith Don Grant holding down ers. The trio is composed of Del John- chelle, Towle, Wright); 2nd, RW schedule: Class meet this Saturday;
April 25, Bridgton and Portland; May
initial Back, Joe LaRochelle at son, another sophomore playing his (Stone, Landick, Sauter, Silverman);
second
year
of
varsity
ball,
Julie
3rd, WP (Leavitt, Dondero. Dietz, 1, Brunswick and Cony; May i, He«op. his roomie. Babe Keller,
bron, Lewiston and Rockland; May
Thompson,
and
either
Al
Wight
or
Watts).
'• » steady game on second, and
HEW TOM
15, Rumford and Thornton; and May
Meloii on the hot corner, this Don Webster depending upon when
CASK SYSTEM
21,
Deering
and
Edward
Little.
The
> should B* p, great deal of ac- each is called to the mound. Coach Perry Jameson seems to be leading
frosh squad will also send a medley
Three-Tear Day Course
' Wore the schedule is completed. Mansfield feels that he will be getting the other mask and pad candidates.
Four-Year Evening Coarse
relay team, composed of an 880 run°ey are all heavy hitters and should more power In the line-up by using Jameson will probably get the startCO-EDUCATIONAL
ner, a 440 and two 220 men to the
F°Ty opposing teams no end, both in Wight and Webster in a dual role.
ing nod by virtue of his superior deMember
-Aas'ft
Amefteaii L»W OQbstfr
The catching berth is still not defi- fensive ability, Mansfield feeling that State meet at Waterville. The 3&B»
p field and at the plate. But they
College Degree or Two Tear* of
cats
have
won
this
event
for
the
two
nitely decided, but at this writing he can better afford to sacrifice a lit(Continued on page four)
College Work with Good Grades
years they have participated. Last
Beqaired for Eatrunee
tle hitting power in favor of a tighter
year's quartet set a new record,
Transcript of Record Must be
defense.
.. Furnished
3:39.1.
Morning, Early Afternoon end
You have a personal interest in the
The aforementioned will probably
In the 100 the freshmen will have
Evening Classes
fact that long-idle wheels are turnconstitute the starting line-up for the Bartlett. Hoskins, and Burnham. The
ing again . . . that business everyFor further Information address
1941 edition of the Bates Bobcats.
where throbs with expansion and
same three will run in the 220. Sasse
BKGI8TKAB OF
activity! Efficient secretaries are imis about the only entry In the 440
FORDHAM
LAW SCHOOL
portant in the National Defense proMS Breadwaj, Hew Tort
at present In the 880 Goodrich. Robgram. As ever, to the college women
with superior (Fairfield!) secretarial
erts, and Shaftrath will compete.
training, go the choice jobs.
Smith, a miler who showed promise
Fairfield training, covering approxFor fifteen seasons now, bats proindoors,
is the only runner to show In
imately 8 montl*. provides technical
duced by Hanna have proven by
this distance. In the high Jump Parks
skills and a thorough understanding
performance on the diamond — In
of business problems which employers
*nd Doe will try their leg muscles.
appreciate. Add it to your college
hands of Major League or College
197 Hem Street
Hoskins and probably Bartlett will be
education and you'll have what it
players
alike.
takes to get on the payroll I Unusually
the Bobklttens" broad Jumpers. Crean
OUB AIM IS TO SATISFY
effective placement service. Attractive
i« the only pole vaulter to come out
Over BOO Bate To Choose From At
dormitory. Warren Hall, for out-ofThe frosh have no one In the high
OP* QUALITY FOOD
town girls. For catalog address
hurdles
and the Davis brothers, Walt
MARJOHIE A. LANDON. DlrteHr
Drink
245 Marlboro.,!. St.
»•*♦••. •*"»•
aad Charlie, In the lews along with
Coca-Cola has a delightful taste
Hoskins. In the weight department
that always pleases. Pure,
Shea and Hemmenway wfll put the
ur
wholesome, delicious,—ice-cold
(Continued on page <° >

First Game Here
Saturday; Second
There Monday

John Bertram Takes
Intramural Trackmeet

W. A. A. NOTES

sh Develop Potent
liamond Aggregation

Freshman Tracksters
Open Season Saturday

Fordham University

SCHOOL of LAW

After "lab."...
pause and

r

a-

Your Country
Needs YOU!

PLAY 6ALL

...

Purity Restaurant

-AIRFIELD.

Wells

SPORTING
GOODS Inc.
AUBURN

BILL
THE BARBER

SCHOOL

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.

A Bates Tradition
GEO. A. ROSS
SAT 1» WWSI BBS
KLH

LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

GORDON'S
FEATURE*

Hot Pastromi
Sandwiches
Mammy's Southern
Waffles
FOOD HBAT IS OtVWKBXST
Lewaste"
U7 M-I- at.

tor
IDS

aad

CO-EDS

eca

Delicious and /
\ Refreshing /*

Coca-Cola satisfies completely.
So when you pause throughout
the day, make it the paute thai

Hall . Hears i 9-1S—M

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

refreshes with ice-cold Coca-Cola.

Bottled nndtr authority of The Coa-CoU Com p«nj b»
THE QUALITY SHOP
MS Cellars St 8 seta, treat Corneas
Festering Haatbarg Sandwiches
He* Vega aad Toasted Sandwiches
Have Tea Tried Oar Sflex Coffee!
JLEWMtSr.E

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS INC.
39 Second Street
Auburn, Maine

V

THE SATES

<

FOUR

AT THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Wed. Thura. Frl. Sat
April 18, 17, 18, 19
Spencer Tracy and Mickey Rooney
m "Men of Boy's Town".
Sun., Mon., Tues. - April 20, 21, 22
Alice Faye. Don Ameche, Carnen Miranda in 'That Night in Rio'
AUBURN
Wed. and Thurs. . April 16 and 17
Double Feature: "Free and Easy"
with Ruth Hussey; "Land of the
Free" with All-Star Cast.
Fri. and Sat. . April 18 and 19
"Has Vegas Nights" with Ronald
Reagan.
Sat. night only . Vaudeville.
Sun., Mon., Tues., April 20, 21, 22
"Topper Returns" with Joan
Blondell. Roland Young

Bates "Llbe Rats" have noticed recently in among the stacks of Coram
a new bright and shining face. It beongs to Miss Elizabeth Beal, who is
the new assistant cataloguer here at
Bates. Her home is In Phillips. She
says it feels rather strange to be a
native of Maine, so many people here
are from Massachusetts.
Miss Beal attended Simmons College, and since her graduation has
been librarian at Amherst College.
When she was asked what her particular Interests are, she laughed and
Mid, "Well, I like to do most everything out-of-doors, but I'm not expert at anything". She did confess to
a particular liking for mountain
climbing, however!
She likes it here "a whole lot" and
plans to stay around for awhile, so in
a year or two we'll know more about
her than can be revealed In an Interview.

High School Debaters
(Continued from page one)
nette Smith, Bertram Thome, Thelma
Giberson, and Bigelow Fuller. Leavitt
Institute: Laurence Smith, Clifford
Worthing, Arch Leavitt, and Herbert
Knight.
Lewiston High: Joelle Hlebert, Jack
Fahey, Theresa Dumais, and Lawrence Spellman.
Llvermore Falls
High: Harold Southern, Frank Heltz,

EAT AT

STECKINO'S
SERVING

Italian & American
Foods
Where Ton Set Large H—■
ICi MIDDLS 8T.
LBWI9T0S
For rn—w Fwtles Call 8..H1

sey. Portland High: Margaret Cam>
bell, Raymond Thompson, Robert
Donovan, and Myron Waks.

(Continued from page one)
Hacker, Barbara Putney '42; Stevens,
Presque Isle High: Rovert Graves,
Arlene Chadbourne "43; and Chase, Alton Perry, John Wentworth, and
Mary Derderian '43.
Doris McKlney. Stearns High: Joan
Hands will be Judged Thursday. In St. James, Marian Harris, Nora Gtrry,
the evening the men will be invited and Russell Farasworth. Winslow
to the roller skate. Chairman Martha High: Beverly Robertson, Kenneth
Littlefleld '43 has appointed the fol- Quimby, David Choate, and Louise LaPointe.
lowing sophomore representatives to
sell tickets in the dorms: Chase, June
Atkins; Wilson, Margaret Soper;
Frye, Lucy Davis; Hacker, Catherine
Glazier; Stevens, Doris Lyman; Whit(Continued from page three)
tier, Valerie Salving; Milliken, Helen
shot; Shea, Hemmenway, and LarraI irich; Cheney, Ruth Jache; Rand,
bee, the discus; Larrabee, HemmenFrances Wallace; and the "Eds", Brud
way, and Kelsey, the hammer; EastOberst '41.
man the Javelin along with one or two
Friday, the coeds will be judged on of the other weight tossers.
general appearance, In the evening
AU in an the prospects are not any
Betty Bates will be chosen to succeed
too bright They may come out on
the present Betty, Jane Hathaway '42.
top In some of their meets and they
Chairman of the Betty bates Commitmay get snowed under in all of them.
tee is Elaine Younger '43. The JudgesSpeaking of the^relay in the State
JBSPMS-£2StTutHJS" .1"u6dnce"<l~Si"thi■'
meet again, it is quite possible that
time.
the Bobkittens will be on the short
Chairman of the Publicity Commit- end this year. Bowdoln has the best
tee is Barbara Putuey "42. Her assis- frosh relay quartet it has had in
years and Colby also boasts a strong
! mils dre Patricia Miller '42 and Puth
foursome. How all these predictions
\v»y '43. The Invitation CommiUee
come out is, of course, a matter of the
..< composed of Charlotte MacKehte future. We can hope for the best
'48, and Muriel Small 43.
anyway.

Frosh Track

HOOD'S
DelidnnH Ice Cream
Now Bring Sold at Yonr
BATES COM-CGE STORK

STERLING
By Towle, Gorham, Lunt, Wallace,
and Reed-Barton
PENS .

^^'HDLTNTAIN

>

BILLFOLDS

Expert Watch Repairing

Barnstone-Osgood
Jewelers
Lewiston

Maine

In Maine ...
When They Call For Their Favorite Beverage
Discriminating people specify

Poland Spring
MADE WITH WORLD-FAMOUS POLAND WATER
EVERY BOTTLE STERILIZED

AT THE COLLEGE STORE ...
When Poland Spring Beverages are featured-every
fifth Bates Student who specifies "Poland Spring" will
receive a free bottle with the compliments of

AOBtTBS,

Hiram Richer & Sons
Poland Spring, Maine
This Offer Expires April

23, 1941

ally.
Entries must, however, be submitted under one of five titles: "Old
Pals". "Lady in Distress", "Oil",
"Boredom", or "In the Spring". Prints
must be handed in to Kolstad or to
Dr. Woodcock before April 28, or they
may be submitted at the Camera CIUD
meeting of that date.
Winning pictures will be enlarged,
mounted, and hung in the library for
a week following the close of the
contest. These prints will then be sent
to the New England College Photoed giving piano recitals and appearing grahic Salon, at Colby Junior College,
Ernst Wolff, internatlnally known
soloist with orchestras. When he May 16-30.
baritone and lleder singer, comes to up
23 he was appointed musical diwas
Judges will be two members of the
the Bates campus next week for a
rector of the School of Opera at the
Camera Club and two faculty memtwo-day stay. Featuring his visit" will
Frankfort Conservatory. His talent
be a Chapel concert Monday evening.
bers. They will base their selections
and ability were quickly recognized
He is scheduled to arrive Monday
on composition, artistic or interesting
by musicians, among whom was Clemmorning in time to present during
effects. Imagination, and sincerity in
ens Draus, conductor of many Euromorning chapel a twelve-minute talk
treatment of the subject.
pean operas, and then associated with
on his evening program, as well as
General purpose of the contest, as
the Frankfort Opera. At 24, Wolff took
previews of some of his selections.
over the conductor's position at the outlined by Kolstad, is to spread the
At ten in the Chapel again, there
above house, and held the post until appreciation of photography on camwill be an informal question period
pus.
conducted by Mr. Wolff for those stu- 1938.
His
fame
soon
spread,
not
only
beThe following data must accompany
dents who wish to see or interview
cause
of
his
exceptional
work
at
the
each
print: Name of entrant, year,
him. He will also play some selections
opera
house,
but
also
because
of
his
title
of
print, date when picture was
that will not be included on his evening concert. He will have lunch at appearances as guest conductor in taken, where taken, type of camera,
the home of Professor and Mrs. E. M. various parts of Germany. As his rep- aperture, exposure, and film.
Wright at 12:15. His evening perfor- utation increased, he was in demand
mance will be at 8, and Is open to not only In his own land, but also in
other countries.
all students.
At an operatic dress rehearsal wh
On Tuesday morning from 10 to 12
he
was conducting, one of the artists
he will hear auditions of any who
wish to play before him. That night became ill, and Wolff was drafted t
at 8 o'clock he concludes his program, /ill the position. /He assumed! the
It has definitely been announced by
by reading "Wijhelm TeUf at an baritone part so well that all of the Coordinator of Student Flight Instrucopen meeting of the Deutscher Verein cast advised him to become a singer. tion Edward M. Powell that there
Following their advice, he took up the will be no secondary flight training
in the Chapel.
Mr. Wolff appeared here last year study of voice seriously under the course this year at Bates. The deciand was a tremendus success, not tutelage of Professor Johannes Willy, sion was made owing to the fact that
only In his concert appearance but a famous lieder singer, and under the government approval of the
ixlso in the informal question period Maestro Vittorino Moratti.
scheme came too late for it to be
At the present time, he is the oniy
and at the auditions. If the concert
efficiently instituted on this campus,
this year comes up to the level of the exponent of art songs who performs since more than six weeks of the seone that was presented a year ago. to his own accompaniment, thereby mester have already passed. The reeveryone who attends is assured an combining a fine musical intelligence quirements for both flying hours and
with an exceptional baritone voice—
"njoyablo evening.
ground school instruction are too
Ernest Wolff was born in Baden something rarely achieved. Bruno
great for any student at college to
Baden, in the Black Forest of Ger- Walter, world-famed conductor, has fulfill O...I .# 4W*
■■■ .. Uuiv UU JUOtlVO
many, ms mubical trawling was re- siatea tnat "Woin is one of the most'
to his school work. This decision came
ceived in Berlin and Frankfort-on-the- sifted young artists, with a specla
aftei the faculty had already given Its
Main. His career as a concert pianist talent for singing lieder to his own
approval of three hours credit for me
and accompanist began when he start- accompaniment."
completion of this secondary course.

Flyers Cancel Plans
For Advanced Course

Communion Service Marks
Holy Thursday Observance
In an atmosphere of worship and
reverence, accentuated by the candlelight, the Bates Christian Association
conducted its annual Holy Thursday
Communion Sen-ice last Thursday
night at 9:30. Approximately 150 students, faculty and townspeople attended this impressive service commemorating the Last Supper of Christ and
his disciples.

it has also been announced that
there will be no opportunity for thoso
who did not complete their ground
school course last semester to do so
at this time. What plans the government has for the ensuing year conThe Women's Union wfll be the cerning flight instruction, Mr. Powell
scene of an informal coffee for senior was unable to announce.
girls on Sunday, April 20, directly
after dinner. This is one of a series
of coffees sponsored by the Student
Government Association to promote
informal contact between faculty and
students.
Representing the Bates Christian

Stu G Plans Coffee
For Senior Girls

Deputation Group
Holds Easter Services

Natalie Webber '42 is in charge of Association, a group of five students
this affair. As yet the chaperones have presented an Easter Service for the
After an organ prelude by Paul
benefit of the members of the Odd
not been decided upon.
Wright '41, Mrs. Robinson of LewisFellows Home in Auburn on Sunday
ton, accompanied by the former, playafternoon. The people at the home
ed as her first cello solo Hendel's
do not have the opportunity of at"Largo". Dr. Zerby then read the
tending services in the community.
scripture and ^eHvcied a brief talk
Kathleen Curry '41 and John Tierafter which Mrs. Robinson played
ney "42 led the service. Elbert Smith
Gounod's "Ave Maria". Morgan PorAll of the members of the Depart- '44 sang several baritone solos, while
teus "41. Charles Buck '42, James Doe ment of English, except Mr. Robert Virginia Barnes '44 played a clarinet
'42, Alfred Baulch '41 acted as comMcGee, are scheduled to attend the solo. As accompanist, Qladya Ford '41
munion servers in carrying out the
was at the piano.
nnual Conference of English Departritual.
ments of the New England Colleges,

English Professors
Attend Conference

Bedard's Pharmacy
PRESCRIPTIONS

LAUNDRY

Victor &Bluebird
Popular Records
AT

Seavey 's
M0 COCKT ST. . AUBURN

RI» Mil

at the University of New Hampshire,
xt Friday afternoon and evening
and Saturday morning. The conference program is to include a series
ods of teaching English in college.

Menus Ml

Far Real Ceartee.. M ferric*

Heap Big Indian Fj^

BROOMS! 1CK
SKIRTS

$2
Complete with -"•::-;;:,
The biggest peasant lutjoj 0[ a
year—100% American, too,
their distinctive, crinkled]
is an old Indian trick. It's atfcj
by tleing them around
stick when wet. Bright na
Sizes 10-20.
Sportswear - . . Second Ftol

Frosh Baseball
(Continued from page threel
will all have to fight to WI
nosition with such men as'WI
vis, who is a utility mac 1
hand in the pitching job. bit
and perhaps the outfield; »tfe!
Haines and Charlie Thompson«
pressing Kener, and Bill Merit i
Bill Coady will be seekiif*M(
and third sack* respecting
Card, Dan Boothby aadf*
■ trUUd UUl

tllTS

prOS^Wi1^ $

the outfield. Card i.= spdttH
a bat loaded with tjnatt
should be one of the teu'iatt
ing players.
There is Just cause for tit'
mism of Coach Newell iW'
chances of his fro.-h baseWH
If injuries and bad breaks:
the background it will be v
predict a very successful M
for Coach Newell and to '
contingent.

NORTHEASTERN)
UNIVERSITY

of I*

SCHOOL

DAY PROC3&*
Three. V .--"■»

-

EVENING PR0GM*
Four Years

•

•

•

,

A minimum of two y?<sJ'c^^ i
work required for aJS*01
A limited number ci ***^
available to college <?-iet*
LL.B. Degree code"**
Admits men and"*5*47 MT. VERNON ST.. $$*
Near State Hou"

James P. Mflf*
INC.

LBWIStOH, KADCI

ARTISTIC MEMOBl^
COLLIGI STREET

SHOE HOSPITAL
AD Kla«a of Shea I
«7 CeUega St

I*wlrtw,««,

TUFTS
BROTHERS
Printing Specialists
lit JTTDDLE ST.

LKWI3T0B

fcfer
Telephoae 17M
SATRS STUDKKTS

*ffjR

Call 4040

ol talks and discussions of the meth-

The College Store
JACK

PECRf

The First Annual Spring Photographic Contest gets under way today,
according to an announcement last
night by George Kototad '43, president of the Camera Club. Students
may enter as many prints as they
wish, and the pictures may be of any
size, taken by any camera, and finished by the student or profession-

1

Elaine Humphrey and June Atkins
were co-chairman of the Student Government tea given in Band reception
room for coeds on Easter Sunday afPresident Gray To Address
ternoon. This was a continuation of a
Round Table Meeting March 3
r.eries of teas given monthly throughPresident CUfton D. Gray wiU be out the year.
the speaker at the meeting of the
Bound Table on March 3, using as his
subject "American Youth and War".
Professor George RamsdeU will be
chairman. Hosts Include Dr. and Mrs.
Sawyer, Mi. and Mrs. Powell, Prof.
Proatptlj A Accurately Filled
and Mrs. Crafts, and Prof, and Mrs.
Cor.
College A Sabmttua, Lewistoa
Seward.

Norris-Hayden

Camera Club Opens
Contest For Students

Chapel Concert, Student
Xuditions, Feature Wolff Visit

Slizabethjeal Jo: ns
College Library Staff

Health Week

STUDENT. W6DNE8DAY. APfiitW^

Lewbtea Manurs"1

The
Auburn
News

«-U Bates Street

Telephone 4«^!

Henry Nolin
Jewelry aarf Wasah
VtlfcfcMtt,

pM

m

DINE and DA!
at the

TeL «18

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street*.
Pastry Of AU Kinds
ORP. Post Office TeL 1115-M

JOY INN
Anterlean-OUnese B2*

t

Special Dally Dim"' '' A
,0

Jt

M Lisbon St. - TeL 1<# '

'

All kinds of Chop Sue?

